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Up the Mountain Road
I wanted to find the underground basilica of ghosts, the one in Elmore 
County somewhere near Atlanta. I had to drive through the woods to 
get there, pole in hand to beat back the wolves. It’s always been clear that 
Congress is out of touch, but they obviously didn’t consult anyone from a 
mountain state when they wrote the bill banning doors on cars. The senator 
who wrote it said he got the idea from a Dr. James Dobson parenting tip 
to take the bedroom door away from unruly teenagers who couldn’t obey 
authority. The senator reasoned, “If y’all can’t stop using the Facebook and 
the texting while you drive, we’ll take away your doors so you have nothing 
to hide.” So we adapted, as we do, as did the wolves. I don’t know about the 
folks in the city, but our arms grew stronger, gripping the steering wheel 
with the right hand, the pole the size of a javelin – with twice the rigidity – 
in the left. After a fairly quiet drive – only one wolf to whack this time – I 
pulled into the town, found the dirt alley and the entrance to the staircase 
leading underground. It was all the rumors said and more, the sprawling 
cathedral spanning acres and centuries, gothic buttresses giving way to 
Romanesque arches, musty Byzantine mosaics even further in. The ghosts 
flooded out because I’d left the door open, all thrilled to possess new bodies, 
except Marc Antony, who got stuck in a three-legged Maine Coon cat.
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